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Quantum chaos cannot develop faster
than λ ≤ 2π/(~β) for systems in thermal
equilibrium [Maldacena, Shenker & Stan-
ford, JHEP (2016)]. This ‘MSS bound’
on the Lyapunov exponent λ is set by the
width of the strip on which the regularized
out-of-time-order correlator is analytic.
We show that similar constraints also
bound the decay of the spectral form fac-
tor (SFF), that measures spectral correla-
tion and is defined from the Fourier trans-
form of the two-level correlation function.
Specifically, the inflection exponent η, that
we introduce to characterize the early-
time decay of the SFF, is bounded as η ≤
π/(2~β). This bound is universal and ex-
ists outside of the chaotic regime. The re-
sults are illustrated in systems with regu-
lar, chaotic, and tunable dynamics, namely
the single-particle harmonic oscillator, the
many-particle Calogero-Sutherland model,
an ensemble from random matrix theory,
and the quantum kicked top. The relation
of the derived bound with other known
bounds, including quantum speed limits,
is discussed.

1 Introduction

How fast can a given quantum system evolve?
Bounds setting limits on the evolution of dynam-
ical quantities have proven to be useful tools and
brought a great deal of insight. On the one hand,
quantum speed limits, that determine the mini-
mum time for evolution under quantum dynam-
ics [1–5], have been the focus of intense studies
in both the quantum [6–10] and classical [11–
13] realms, with a recent unification of the two
realms for speed limits on observables [14]. Be-
yond their fundamental relevance, these bounds
have become useful tools in the study of quantum

information and technologies [15–17], many-body
physics [18–20], and find applications in quan-
tum control [10, 21, 22] and quantum metrology
[23, 24].

On another hand, a universal bound on quan-
tum chaotic dynamics has been recently proposed
[25]. It sets a limit on the quantum Lyapunov ex-
ponent λ, defined from the ‘Out-of-Time-Order
Correlator’ (OTOC). This correlator was origi-
nally proposed in the context of superconductiv-
ity [26] and has been extended to the high energy
[27–31] and quantum information [32–43] commu-
nities. In the semiclassical limit and for a certain
time range, the OTOC behaves exponentially and
defines a proper analog of the Lyapunov expo-
nent [44]. Maldacena, Shenker and Stanford [25]
conjectured that, for any thermal state, this ex-
ponent is bounded as λ ≤ 2π/(~β). This finding
motivated considerable attention within the com-
munity [31, 45–50]. The original derivation relied
on the analytic continuation of the regularized
OTOC to complex times t+ iτ and the region in
which it is analytic, and has been proven alterna-
tively since then [46]. The bound itself has been
extended beyond quantum chaos and linked to
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem [34, 51]. Sim-
ilar arguments based on analyticity have yielded
bounds on other dynamical quantities [52] or been
used to characterize dynamical phase transitions
[53].

Here, we show that the mathematical property
used to derive the MSS bound applies to quanti-
ties other than the OTOC, and sets bounds that
are not restricted to chaotic behavior. Particu-
larly, we find these bounds on a dynamical quan-
tity that measures spectral correlation and is very
widespread in the quantum chaos community, the
spectral form factor [17, 54–58].

In Section 2, we show that the region of an-
alyticity also imposes a universal bound on its
early-time evolution, that holds for any system
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ranging from regular to chaotic behavior, and can
be very tight. We thus also extend such univer-
sal bounds beyond the context of quantum chaos,
and propose an interpretation of the quantity we
bound in terms of the average energy at complex
temperature. Section 3 illustrates our findings in
systems that are conceptually very different and
representatives of regular and chaotic dynamics:
the harmonic oscillator, the Calogero-Sutherland
model, the Gaussian Unitary Ensemble from ran-
dom matrix theory [59] and the quantum kicked
top [60], which is one of the earliest model in-
troduced to study chaos and can mimic the be-
havior of any members of a universality class dis-
played by random matrix theory. In Section 4, we
show how the derived bound compares to known
bounds, starting with quantum speed limits.

2 A bound on the decay of the spectral
form factor
In this Section, we find that the spectral form
factor, after the short-time Gaussian decay, de-
cays exponentially with an exponent bounded by
the temperature and Planck constant only. The
mathematical proof follows that used by MSS [25]
and extends its range of applicability to short
times, with no neglected terms.

2.1 Early-time decay of the SFF

The spectral form factor (SFF) is an efficient
tool for determining the spectral properties of
a system, and it is the simplest nontrivial mea-
sure of spectral correlations [61]. This dynamical
quantity is the Fourier transform of the two-level
correlation function and can be interpreted as the
fidelity between a coherent Gibbs state [17, 62–
65], |ψβ〉 = Z

−1/2
β

∑
n e
−βEn/2|n〉, and its time

evolution, namely

Sβ,t = |〈ψβ|e−
i
~ Ĥt|ψβ〉|2 =

∣∣∣∣∣Zβ+it/~
Zβ

∣∣∣∣∣
2

, (1)

= 1
Z2
β

∑
m,n

e−(β+ i
~ t)Ene−(β− i

~ t)Em .

It reads as the normalized analytical continuation
of the partition function with Zβ = Tr(e−βĤ) =∑
n e
−βEn , En being the system eigenenergies

and β the inverse temperature. The SFF de-
cays from its initial unity value with a Gaussian

shape at short times [17]. For systems with corre-
lated eigenenergies such as chaotic ones, the SFF
reaches a dip and then goes up with a ramp, in-
terpreted as a signature of chaos [17, 57, 58], and
plateaus at a constant value, fixed by the dimen-
sion of the Hilbert space N and the temperature.

While the SFF is widely used in chaos because
of this characteristic shape, we are here interested
in its early-time decay, that is, after the initial
Gaussian decay and before the onset of chaotic
features. We are thus not restricting ourselves to
any dynamical regime. Specifically, we consider
the time t0 at which ln(Sβ,t) has a first inflection
point—its second derivative vanishes. To charac-
terize the decay around this time, we introduce
the inflection exponent

η =
∣∣∣∣∣ Ṡβ,t0Sβ,t0

∣∣∣∣∣ , (2)

that corresponds to maxt
∣∣Ṡβ,t/Sβ,t∣∣. Around this

time maximum, the function can be approxi-
mated by a constant up to first order in time, i.e.
|Ṡβ,t/Sβ,t| = η + O((t − t0)2). So for t close to
t0, the SFF decays exponentially Sβ,t ∼ S0

βe
−ηt,

with Sβ,0 a constant. We find that this early-time
decay of the SFF is actually bounded.

2.2 Bound on the SFF exponential decay
The proof that η is bounded is sketched in Fig. 1.
We rely on the analytical continuation of the SFF
to complex times, that we define as

Sβ,t+iτ =
Zβ−τ/~+it/~Zβ+τ/~−it/~

Z2
β

, (3)

and tools from complex analysis. Specifically, we
use the Schwarz-Pick theorem: For an analytic 1

function fz of a complex variable z = x+ iy that
maps the unit disk D into itself fz : z ∈ D → D,
the following inequality holds

|dfz|
1− |fz|2

≤ |dz|
1− |z|2 , (4)

with the differentials dfz = ∂fz
∂x dx + ∂fz

∂y dy and
dz = dx + idy. Note that the condition of map-
ping the unit disk into itself is equivalent to sat-
isfying |fz| ≤ 1 ∀ z ∈ D.

1A function of a complex variable fz is analytic in a
region R if it can be written as a power series convergent
at every point of R.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the proof that bounds the inflection exponent η. From left to right: The strip (t, τ) of
the complex plane in which ft+iτ is analytic is mapped to the unit disk using the conformal map (5). For an analytic
function fz that maps z from the unit disk to fz onto the same unit disk and fulfills |fz| ≤ 1, the Schwarz-Pick
theorem yields a bound on fz (4). For the spectral form factor, this results in a bound on the inflection exponent
that is fixed by the system temperature and the Planck constant, see Eq. (9).

The spectral form factor at complex time, t→
t + iτ see Eq. (3), is analytic on the strip of the
complex plane −β~ ≤ τ ≤ +β~ and t ∈ R, as
shown in App. A. This strip holds for systems
with a Hilbert space of infinite dimension with
unbounded energies, as well as for systems with
a finite-dimensional Hilbert space—in this latter
case, the SFF is analytic on the whole complex
plane2 because it is given by a finite linear combi-
nation of complex exponentials, analytic on the
whole complex plane. In contrast to quantities
like the OTOC or two-point correlation functions,
this quantity is also analytic at t = 0, as we verify
in App. A.

The region in which the SFF is analytic can be
mapped to the unit disk using

z = e
π

2β~ (t+iτ) − 1
e

π
2β~ (t+iτ) + 1

. (5)

Using inequality (4) along the real line τ = 0
yields

1
1− |ft|2

∣∣∣∣dftdt

∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1
2
π

2β~ , (6)

which, assuming ft ∈ R in the real line t, can be
recasted as

1
1− ft

∣∣∣∣dftdt

∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1 + ft
2

π

2β~ ≤
π

2β~ . (7)

This inequality is very similar to the one used
by MSS [25] but with one difference, which is
key to derive bounds at short times: the terms
O(e−4πt/(β~)) are not neglected. These terms
could be important at early times and therefore
analyticity at t = 0 plays an important role.

2As is also stated in [53] for the analytical continuation
of the partition function, we find that the SFF is an entire
function (analytic in the whole complex plane) of z for a
finite dimensional Hilbert space.

Importantly, we need |fz| ≤ 1 in all points of
the domain to obtain the inequality (4) from the
Schwarz-Pick theorem. To do so, we define the
modified spectral form factor,

S̃β,t+iτ = 1−
Zβ− τ~ + i

~ t
Zβ+ τ

~−
i
~ t

Zβ− τ~Zβ+ τ
~

(8)

that we introduce such that S̃β,t = 1 − Sβ,t on
the real line and, since |Zβ−τ/~+it/~Zβ+τ/~−it/~| ≤
Zβ−τ/~Zβ+τ/~, one expects |S̃β,t+iτ | ≤ 1—there is
however a subtlety that we discuss in the next
subsection. Note that this function still preserves
analyticity in the same domain, since the de-
nominator is an analytic function that is never
zero and the numerator is analytic on the strip
(as shown in App. A). This function has the
same inflection exponent that the SFF and ful-
fills the conditions to apply the Schwarz-Pick
theorem. Choosing fz to be the modified SFF,
ft+iτ = S̃β,t+iτ , the l.h.s. of inequality (7) sim-
plifies and we obtain a bound on the inflection
exponent:

η ≤ π

2β~ . (9)

This is our main result. It means that around
the inflection time t0, the fastest possible decay
of the SFF is proportional to the temperature of
the system.

2.3 Bound for an extensive inflection exponent
Note that Eq. (9) holds provided that η is inten-
sive. However, this need not always be the case
since, in the most general case, the partition func-
tion Zβ = e−βF is defined from the Helmholtz free
energy F , which can be extensive. Since η rep-
resents the exponential decay of the SFF that is
defined from the partition function, it is expected
to be extensive whenever F is extensive. When-
ever η is extensive is some quantity d (e.g. the
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Figure 2: Modulus of the modified Spectral Form Factor for complex time |S̃β,t+iτ | for (a) a single harmonic
oscillator, (b) a set of independent harmonic oscillators with partition function Zβ = (Zho

β )N and (c) the Calogero-
Sutherland model. The scale has been chosen to highlight the regions in which |S̃β,t+iτ | > 1. For both (b) and
(c) N = 4 particles were considered. The dotted white lines represent the standard strip −β~ ≤ τ ≤ β~ and the
solid lines with the hatch represent the renormalized strip −β~/N ≤ τ ≤ β~/N . The function is bounded in this
renormalized strip, |S̃β,t+iτ | ≤ 1, where the Schwarz-Pick theorem holds.

dimension of the system, the number of particles,
or the central charge in conformal field theory),
we conjecture a correction of the bound as

η

d
≤ π

2β~ . (10)

The idea behind this correction is that the mod-
ulus of the modified SFF |S̃β,t+iτ | can be bigger
than unity in the strip −β~ ≤ τ ≤ β~ for the
models in which η is extensive. A way to recover
the condition that fz maps the unit disk into it-
self is to shrink the strip to −β~/d ≤ τ ≤ β~/d.
Substituting β → β/d in (9) yields the bound
for an extensive inflection exponent given in Eq.
(10).

Figure 2 illustrates the correction of the strip
for N independent harmonic oscillators and for
the Calogero Sutherland model. In both cases,
|S̃β,t+iτ | is bigger than one for some regions of
the original strip but not within the shrunk strip,
so the Schwarz-Pick theorem applies. This con-
jecture is further detailed in Sec. 3.2 for the
Calogero-Sutherland model, that is extensive in
the number of particles.

2.4 An interpretation of the inflection expo-
nent

The spectral form factor (1) can be written as the
expectation value of the evolution operator Ût =
e−iĤt/~ for the thermal state ρ̂β = e−βĤ/Zβ ,
that is, Sβ,t = 〈Ût〉β〈Û †t 〉β where 〈•〉β = Tr(•ρ̂β).

Thus,

Ṡβ,t
Sβ,t

= − i
~
〈ĤÛt〉β
〈Ût〉β

+ i

~
〈ĤÛ †t 〉β
〈Û †t 〉β

. (11)

The inflection exponent, as defined in (2), cor-
responds to this expression evaluated at the in-
flection time t0, i.e. when the function has its
first minimum. Since the two terms in (11) are
complex conjugates of each other, the inflection
exponent η can be recast as

η = 2
~

Im
(
〈ĤÛ †t0〉β
〈Û †t0〉β

)
= 2

~
Im〈Ĥ〉β− i

~ t0
, (12)

which corresponds to the imaginary part of the
average energy at complex β, where the complex
part of the inverse temperature is fixed by the in-
flection time t0. Note that, when dealing with
chaotic systems defined over an ensemble, the
value of the inflection time t0 cannot be deter-
mined from a single realization but rather from
the averaged SFF. This is because the SFF is
not self-averaging [66], as we detail in the exam-
ples below. In this case, the above definition (12)
is not computationally efficient unless exact ana-
lytic forms of 〈Ĥ〉β are known.

Finally, the derived bound poses the maximum
value

Im
(
〈ĤÛ †t0〉β
〈Û †t0〉β

)
= Im〈Ĥ〉β− i

~ t0
≤ π

4β . (13)

This interpretation of the inflection exponent
highlights that the initial Gaussian decay, de-
termined by ∆Ĥ2 [17], is followed by the early-
time exponential decay with a different exponent,
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which is determined by the imaginary part of the
expectation value of Ĥ at complex β.

3 Examples
In order to illustrate the derived bound in some
specific setups, we choose four conceptually very
different systems, that respectively exhibit reg-
ular (both single- and many-particle), chaotic,
and tunable (between regular and chaotic) dy-
namics. Namely, we compute the SFF and look
at the inflection exponent in the harmonic oscil-
lator, the Calogero-Sutherland model, an ensem-
ble from random matrix theory, and the quantum
kicked top.

3.1 Integrable system: the harmonic oscillator

We start with a single particle in an harmonic
trap, which Hamiltonian

Ĥ = ~ω
(
â†â+ 1

2

)
(14)

is expressed in terms of annihilation and cre-
ation operators, â and â†, and has eigenener-
gies En = ~ω(n + 1/2). This system represents
one of the simplest integrable models. The an-
alytically continued partition function, Zβ+it =(
2 sinh[(β~ + it)ω/2]

)−1
, gives the SFF as

Sho
β,t(ω) = cosh(β~ω)− 1

cosh(β~ω)− cos(ωt) . (15)

The system energies have a constant spacing,
so the SFF, shown in Fig. 3(a), is a periodic
function—of period 2π/ω. As the system tem-
perature is increased, the SFF minimum, equal
to tanh2(β~ω/2), decreases. We verify that e−ηt

constitutes a good approximation around t0 to
characterize the decay of the SFF after the initial
Gaussian decay.

In order to obtain the inflection exponent η,
defined in Eq. (2), we look for the time t0 at
which Ṡ

S = − ω sin(ωt)
cosh(β~ω)−cos(ωt) has an extremum.

This gives the exponent as

ηho
β (ω) = ω

sinh(β~ω) = 2ωZ2β . (16)

This inflection exponent gets closer to the
π/(2~β) bound (9) at high temperature, with an
asymptote at 1/~β, as illustrated in Fig. 4(a).

Figure 3: Time evolution of the spectral form factor
for the (a) harmonic oscillator (15) and (b) Calogero-
Sutherland model (18) at β~ω = 2 (blue), 0.5 (purple)
and 0.1 (red). The dashed lines represent the function
e−ηt around the inflection time t0, marked by a star.
(a) The dotted lines mark the SFF minimum values. (b)
SFF for N = 10. The inset shows the SFF evolution
at β~ω = 0.1 for N = 10 (red), 30 (dashed orange)
and 100 (solid green) interacting particles—the two red
curves coincide. Increasing the temperature or the num-
ber of particles makes the SFF reach lower values.

3.2 Many-body integrable system: the
Calogero-Sutherland model

The Calogero-Sutherland (CS) model is a many-
body system of N particles in one dimension with
inverse-square interactions [67, 68] that gives in-
sight into black-hole physics [69–71]. The Hamil-
tonian reads, in first quantization,

Ĥ =
N∑
n=1

(
−1

2
∂2

∂x2
n

+ 1
2ω

2x2
n

)
+
∑
n<n′

`(`− 1)
(xn − xn′)2 ,

(17)
where ` determines the interaction strength and
ω is the frequency of the harmonic trap in which
the particles are confined. This model is equiv-
alent to an ideal gas of Haldane anyons [72, 73],
so its partition function factorizes—as expected
for an ideal gas [74]. This factorization leads to
the SFF being the product of the SFF for N har-
monic oscillators (15) with increasing frequencies
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Figure 4: Inflection exponent and its bound (9) (black
line) as function of the dimension-less inverse tempera-
ture β~ω for the (a) harmonic oscillator η (green) and
(b) Calogero-Sutherland model ηcs

β /N for N = 10 (red),
30 (dashed orange) and 100 (green). The vertical dotted
lines represent the inverse temperatures shown in Fig. 3.
(a) The orange lines show bounds from QSL ηqsl (27)
(dotted line) and from the Bhattacharyya results ηb (28)
(dashed line).

nω, namely [17, 75]

Scs
β,t =

N∏
n=1

cosh(n~ωβ)− 1
cosh(n~ωβ)− cos(nωt) . (18)

Note that this simple result does not hold when
the trap frequency is time dependent [76]. The
behavior of this SFF is illustrated in Fig. 3(b):
it is also 2π/ω periodic but shows higher order
peaks corresponding to the ‘harmonics’ nω, par-
ticularly apparent for n = 2 and n = 3. Increas-
ing the temperature 1/β or the number of par-
ticles N (see inset) makes the SFF reach lower
values.

The inflection exponent easily follows from
lnScs

β,t =
∑
n lnSho

β,t(nω) as

ηcsβ =
∑
n

ηho
β (nω) =

N∑
n=1

nω

sinh(nβ~ω) . (19)

Its dependence with the inverse temperature is
shown in Fig. 4(b). To compare it with the
bound, we use the intensive quantity ηcs/N , as
conjectured in (10). The many-body interac-
tion effectively leads to two main regimes: one

at very high temperatures in which the behav-
ior is similar to a single harmonic oscillator, i.e.
ηcs/N ∼ β−1, and one at intermediate tempera-
tures in which ηcs/N decays faster. This region
grows with the number of interacting particles N .

3.3 Chaotic dynamics: random matrix ensem-
ble

We now look at a typical chaotic system chosen
within the common playground of random matrix
theory [17, 57–59, 77–80]. A Hermitian system
with independent matrix elements and no time-
reversal symmetry is represented by the Gaussian
Unitary Ensemble (GUE) [59]. Averaging over
a random matrix ensemble yields eigenenergies
which are correlated in the same way as in a quan-
tum chaotic system, according to the Bohigas-
Giannoni-Schmit conjecture [81, 82]. A con-
stituent of the ensemble is constructed by sam-
pling every matrix element from a Gaussian dis-
tribution with standard deviation σ = ~ωgue. For
the diagonal elements the Gaussian is real and for
the off-diagonal it is complex, therefore the con-
structed Hamiltonian will be Hermitian. The en-
semble averaging of the SFF (1) should rigorously

be taken such that
〈
|Zβ+it/~|2

Z2
β

〉
to represent phys-

ically measurable quantities, but the ‘annealed’
version, with the average split as 〈|Zβ+it/~|2〉

〈Z2
β
〉 , is

useful to obtain analytical results. Both averages
are equal in the high-temperature limit. In the
context of random matrix theory, the ensemble
averaged SFF is commonly split into three terms,

Sgue
β,t =

〈Z2β〉+ |〈Zβ+it/~〉|2 + gc(β, t)
〈Zβ〉2

, (20)

where the connected SFF gc(β, t) is detailed in
App. B. The averaged partition function for the
GUE in a N -dimensional Hilbert space is known
as [17]

〈
Zβ+ it

~

〉
= e

(β+it/~)2
4 L1

N−1

(
−(β+it/~)2

2

)
, (21)

where Lαn(x) =
∑n
j=0

(n+α
n−j

) (−x)j
j! are the general-

ized Laguerre polynomials.
Figure 5(a) shows the SFF computed numeri-

cally and analytically for the GUE. The behav-
ior displays the shape (slope-dip-ramp-plateau)
characteristic of chaotic systems. As the system
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temperature is decreased, the dip becomes shal-
lower and occurs later. This is because the SFF
accounts for all the possible energy correlations
across the full spectrum: as the temperature is
lowered, the contributions from neighbors further
apart in energy—that have a smaller dip time—
decreases, such that the dip time is delayed. This
behavior is explicit from an expression of the SFF
as function of the energy neighbors that we give
in App. B.

The function e−ηt around the inflection point is
also shown in Fig. 5(a). The dependence of the
η exponent as a function of the inverse system
temperature is shown in Fig. 6(a), together with
its bound. We see that the exponent gets close
to the bound (9) for 0.1 . β~ωgue . 1. Interest-
ingly, the exponent saturates to a constant value
at high temperature, a feature not present in the
harmonic oscillator, that is related to the finite-
ness of the Hilbert space N : beyond some high
enough temperature, all energy levels are already
included within the thermal average and the sat-
uration happens.

Figure 5: Time evolution of the SFF for (a) the Gaus-
sian Unitary Ensemble of dimension N = 30 and (b)
the quantum kicked top. The dashed lines represent the
function e−ηt around the inflection time t0, marked by a
star. (a) The dots represent the numerical average over
Nav = 100 realizations, the solid lines represent the ‘an-
nealed’ analytical expression (20) for ~β = 2 (blue), 0.5
(purple) and 0.1 (red). (b) SFF for the quantum kicked
top (24) in the regular (black) and chaotic (red) regime,
at ~β = 0.1, with spin S = 30 and a numerical average
over Nav = 30 realizations.

3.4 Tunable dynamics: generalized quantum
kicked top
We now look at a system which dynamics can be
tuned from regular to chaotic motion, the quan-
tum kicked top, which was designed in the early
days of quantum chaos studies and remains an
important playground [43, 60, 83–88]. Kicked
tops model a spin S system subject to a free pre-
cession and some τp periodic kicks, the strength of
which allows going from periodic orbits to chaotic
dynamics. The stroboscopic description of such
a periodic system is well characterized in terms
of the Floquet operator, which captures the time
evolution of the system over one period.

We use the Floquet operator for the general
unitary class introduced by Haake [88]

Û = e
−i( pz~ Ŝz+ 1

(2S+1)~2 kzŜ
2
z )
e
−i( py~ Ŝy+ 1

(2S+1)~2 kyŜ
2
y)

× e−i(
px
~ Ŝx+ 1

(2S+1)~2 kxŜ
2
x)
, (22)

that can mimic the behavior of any members
of a universality class displayed by random ma-
trix theory according to the choice of parame-
ters p = (px, py, pz) and k = (kx, ky, kz), where
Ŝ = (Ŝx, Ŝy, Ŝz) are the general spin operators.
For example, for k×p = 0, e.g. the only non-zero
terms are kz = 1 and pz = 10, the system is in-
tegrable (the level spacings follow Poisson statis-
tics) because of the extra symmetry [Û , Ŝz] = 0
that brings an extra conserved quantity—the z-
component of the angular momentum. There are
choices of parameters that break time-reversal
symmetry and therefore the system behaves sim-
ilarly to the GUE, e.g. p = (1.1, 1, 1) and
k = (4, 0, 10).

The eigenvalues of the Floquet operator,
Û |χj〉 = e−iω

k
j τp |χj〉, allow defining the pseudo-

frequencies ωk
j [89, 90]. For our purpose, we

use these pseudo-frequencies to define the pseudo-
SFF as

Sk
β,t =

∑
m,n e

−(β~+it)ωk
me−(β~−it)ωk

n(∑
m e
−β~ωk

m

)2 . (23)

The SFF is in general not a self-averaging
quantity [66], which means its behavior over one
system realization generally differs from the en-
semble average. To obtain an average behavior,
we follow Haake’s original idea [60] and introduce
an averaging over some window of parameters.
We uniformly generate Nav random points in the
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interval K ≡ (kz−δkz/2, kz +δkz/2) and average
over them to obtain〈

Sk
β,t

〉
= 1
Nav

∑
κ∈K

S
(kx,ky ,κ)
β,t , (24)

where we choose δkz = 0.05kz. Fig. 5(b) shows
the pseudo-SFF computed for the kicked top in
the two dynamical regimes, regular and chaotic.
In the latter, 〈Sk

β,t〉 exhibits the expected behav-
ior in the chaotic phase, with a dip and a ramp at
long times, absent in the former. Around the t0
inflection point, both regimes behave quite sim-
ilarly. This holds over a wide range of temper-
atures, as illustrated by the inflection exponent
η behavior in Fig. 6(b). In both regimes, the
exponent gets very close to the bound (9) im-
posed by analyticity, therefore the tightness of
the bound is not related to regular or chaotic dy-
namics. The saturation at high temperatures ob-
served in the GUE is also present here because
the kicked top has a finite dimensional Hilbert
space, with N = 2S + 1.

4 Relation to quantum speed limits
and other known bounds
We explore below the relation of the derived
bound with other known bounds.

Quantum Speed Limits (QSL) set a bound on
the evolution of the fidelity. For a pure state un-
der unitary dynamics, the rate of change of the
fidelity Ft = |〈ψt|ψ0〉|2 is bounded by [11]

|Ḟt| ≤
√

2
~

∆E, (25)

where ∆E =
√
〈H2〉 − 〈H〉2 captures the energy

fluctuations. Since the SFF is the fidelity of the
pure, coherent Gibbs state, this bound applies to
Sβ,t defined in Eq. (1). In order to compare this
bound with that on the inflection exponent (9),
we look at the inequality obtained from QSL at
time t0, that yields

η = |Ṡβ,t0 |
Sβ,t0

≤ ηqsl ≡
√

2
~

∆E
Sβ,t0

. (26)

For the example of the harmonic oscillator con-
sidered above, we easily get (see App. C for de-
tails)

|Ṡho
β,t| =

|ω sin(ωt)(1− cosh(β~ω))|
(cosh(β~ω)− cos(ωt))2

≤
√

2
~

∆E =
√

2ωZβ,
(27)

Figure 6: Inflection exponent η (green) and its bound
(Eq. (9), black line) as function of the inverse temper-
ature β for (a) the Gaussian Unitary Ensemble and (b)
the quantum kicked top. The vertical dotted lines repre-
sent the inverse temperatures shown in Fig. 5. Results
in the quantum kicked top (b) are shown for the two dy-
namical regimes illustrated in Fig. 5(b), chaotic (green
circles) and regular (dark green triangles). The inflec-
tion exponent ηqkt gets close to the analyticity bound
for 0.2 . β~ . 2 in both dynamical regimes, which fur-
ther confirms the independence of η on the dynamics of
the system.

which further yields η ≤
√

2ωZβ[cosh(β~ω) +
1]/ cosh(β~ω). Fig. 4(a) shows that the universal
bound imposed by analyticity (9) is tighter than
that imposed by QSL for temperatures above
β~ω ≈ 2. The asymptotic value of the QSL at
high temperatures is 2

√
2/(β~).

Also note that the survival probability, when
larger than 1/2, can be lower bounded by an ex-
ponential function, as shown by Bhattacharyya
[91]. This result has been extended to the spec-
tral form factor [17] and reads Sβ,t ≥ e−2∆Et/~.
This lower bound gives an upper bound on the
inflection exponent, namely

η ≤ ηb = 2
~

∆E. (28)

For the harmonic oscillator, it is ηho
b = 2ωZβ .

Fig. 4(a) compares all three bounds for the har-
monic oscillator, in which system the universal
bound set by analyticity constraints is the tight-
est at high enough temperature (β~ω . 2).
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Bounds defined from the temperature and the
Planck constant only, so-called Planckian bounds,
have raised a renewed interest [50, 51, 92]. The
bound on the Lyapunov exponent has thus been
related to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem in
the time domain [51]. Specifically, the OTOC
corresponds to a two-point correlation function
in a doubled Hilbert space, where the out-of-
time ordering is introduced by a swap operator
between the two Hilbert spaces. The two-point
correlation function 1

Zβ
Tr(e−βĤÂtB̂) can be split

as Cab(t) + ~R′′ab(t) = 1
2Zβ Tr(e−βĤ{Ât, B̂}) +

1
2Zβ Tr(e−βĤ [Ât, B̂]), that is, into terms charac-
terizing fluctuations and the response to external
perturbations, respectively. The regulated form
of this correlator,

Fab(β, t) = 1
Zβ

Tr(e−
β
2 ĤÂte

−β2 ĤB̂), (29)

is similar to an OTOC when going to a doubled
Hilbert space and introducing a swap operator.
By using the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, the
authors in [51] find a Planckian bound on two-
point correlators, thus connecting with the MSS
finding. Specifically, if the fluctuation term C(t)
decays exponentially, then F(t) decays exponen-
tially as F(t) ∼ e−t/τ , with a rate bounded by
1
τ ≤

π
β~ . This bound is actually also related to

the one we derive, since, for Am,n = Z
1/2
β

Zβ/2
∀(m,n),

the regulated two-point correlator corresponds to
the SFF at double the temperature, Faa(β, t) ≡
Sβ/2,t. We then have η ≤ π

β~ , which matches our
bound under the substitution β → β/2 in (9).
The main difference between the two approaches
is that two-point correlation functions are not an-
alytic at t = 0 while we have shown that the SFF
is analytic at t = 0.

The work [93] finds bounds on transport coeffi-
cients through analyticity properties. The author
uses univalence, the property of a complex func-
tion of being injective, and by finding domains
in which the functions are univalent one can find
bounds on physical properties like transport co-
efficients in hydrodynamic theories.

5 Conclusion
We introduced the inflection exponent η to char-
acterize the early-time decay of the SFF, that
happens after the initial Gaussian decay and we

find can be approximated by an exponential.
This exponent is related to the imaginary part
of the average energy at complex temperature.
Following arguments from complex analysis, we
have found that it is bounded as η ≤ π/(2β~). By
contrast with the MSS bound on chaos, which is
only saturated by black holes [25] and their holo-
graphic duals, like the Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev model
[31], our bound on the SFF is already quite tight
in a variety of systems.

We illustrated the bound in systems represent-
ing regular and chaotic dynamics. At high tem-
perature, the behavior of the exponent depends
on whether the system Hilbert space is infinite
dimensional or not. Indeed, this determines if
more energy levels become available as the tem-
perature increases, or not, in which later case the
exponent saturates at a fixed value. Importantly,
the behavior of η is similar in the GUE and the
quantum kicked top, even if the latter is tuned in
the regular regime.

Our results, based on analyticity constraints,
set a bound on the fidelity of the coherent Gibbs
state. We show how they relate to known results
from quantum speed limits, that set a bound on
the fidelity based on unitary dynamics. Further
investigation in this direction would look for pos-
sible extension of the bound set by the domain
of analyticity to other dynamical quantities and
even different domains of analyticity, which may
change the functional dependence of the quanti-
ties that can be bounded.
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A Analyticity of the Spectral Form
Factor
We show below that the analytical continuation
of the SFF, Sβ,t+iτ , is analytic in the strip −β~ ≤
τ ≤ +β~ and t ∈ R.

A function of complex variable f(x + iy) =
u(x, y)+iv(x, y) is analytic at z0 = x0+iy0 if and
only if it is holomorphic, i.e. complex differen-
tiable, at this point. For f(z) to be holomorphic
it has to obey the Cauchy-Riemann conditions
at this point, ∂xu = ∂yv and ∂yu = −∂xv, and
the partial derivatives ∂xu, ∂yu, ∂xv, ∂yv have to
be continuous at z0. The SFF at complex time,
defined in Eq. (3), can be written as

Sβ,t+iτ=
∑
m

e−2βEm

Z2
β

+
∑
m 6=n

e−βĒmn+τωmn

Z2
β

cos(ωmnt)

− i
∑
m6=n

e−βĒmn+τωmn

Z2
β

sin(ωmnt), (S1)

≡ u(t, τ) + iv(t, τ)

where we introduced Ēmn = Em+En and ωmn =
(Em − En)/~. The partial derivatives then read

∂tu = −
∑
m6=n

ωmn
Z2
β

e−βĒmn+τωmn sin(ωmnt) = ∂τv,

∂τu =
∑
m6=n

ωmn
Z2
β

e−βĒmn+τωmn cos(ωmnt) = −∂tv.

So the Cauchy-Riemann conditions are satisfied.
Let us now check if, for an infinite dimensional

Hilbert space, the sums appearing in the defini-
tion of the SFF and its derivatives converge. To
do so, we use the ratio test : given a series of the
form

∑∞
n=0 an, the ratio test is based on the value

of the limit

L = lim
n→∞

∣∣∣∣an+1
an

∣∣∣∣ .
If L < 1, the sum absolutely converges, if L > 1
the sum diverges, and if L = 1 the test is incon-
clusive. Recall that absolute convergence means∑
n |an| = L.
To check the convergence of the SFF

Sβ,t+iτ = 1
Z2
β

∞∑
m=0

e−(β− τ~ +i t~ )Em
∞∑
n=0

e−(β+ τ
~−i

t
~ )En ,

we split the double sum into the product of two
sums. This is true if at least one of the sum

absolutely converges—Mertens’ theorem on the
Cauchy product. We thus look at the limit of
each sum, that we denote L1 and L2. Consid-
ering that the energies are ordered Em+1 ≥ Em
and assuming no degeneracies at infinity, the test
yields the following limits

L1 = lim
m→∞

e−(β− τ~ )(Em+1−Em) < 1 if β − τ

~
> 0,

L2 = lim
n→∞

e−(β+ τ
~ )(En+1−En) < 1 if β + τ

~
> 0.

So, the SFF converges within the region −β <
τ
~ < β. In addition, the ‘effective inverse temper-
ature’ β± τ

~ is positive and the partition function
also converges.

Now, to check that the sums in the partial
derivatives of the SFF also converge, we study
the convergence of∑

m,n

(Em − En)e−(β− τ~ +i t~ )Eme−(β+ τ
~−i

t
~ )En .

We thus have to check the convergence of two
sums of the form∑

m

Eme
−(β∓ τ~ +i t~ )Em

∑
n

e−(β± τ~−i
t
~ )En .

The second sum was already shown to converge.
The ratio test for the first sum gives

L = lim
m→∞

∣∣∣∣Em+1
Em

e−(β∓ τ~ +i t~ )(Em+1−Em)
∣∣∣∣ .

Introducing the dimensionless level-spacing sm =
Em+1−Em

Em
, the limit can be rewritten as

L = lim
m→∞

(1 + sm)e−(β± τ~ )Emsm .

Now, the function f(x) = (1 + x)e−ax is smaller
than one ∀x > 0 if a > 1. So the two series
converge provided that

(
β − τ

~
)
Em > 1 → τ < β~− lim

m→∞

( ~
Em

)
,

(
β + τ

~
)
Em > 1 → τ > −β~ + lim

m→∞

( ~
Em

)
.

Assuming that the spectrum is unbounded, i.e.
Em → ∞ for m → ∞, we get the same strip
−β~ < τ < β~. This verifies that the SFF is
analytic in the strip −β~ ≤ τ ≤ +β~, including
at t = 0.
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B Spectral form factor in the Gaussian
Unitary Ensemble
B.1 Connected SFF
We first detail the connected SFF,

gc(β, t)=
∫
dEdE′

〈
ρ(2)
c (E,E′)

〉
e−(β+ it

~ )E−(β− it~ )E′ ,

(S2)
that is the double complex Fourier trans-
form of the connected correlation function〈
ρ

(2)
c (E,E′)

〉
= 〈ρ(E)ρ(E′)〉 − 〈ρ(E)〉 〈ρ(E′)〉,

where 〈ρ(E)〉 is the density of states and
〈ρ(E)ρ(E′)〉 is the 2-level correlation function
which gives the probability density of finding a
level around E and another one around E′ [59].
An analytical expression is known for the GUE,
and reads [80]

gc(σ, σ∗) =− e
σ2+σ∗2

4

N−1∑
n,m=0

min(m,n)!
max(m,n)!× (S3)

(
|σ|2

2

)|n−m| ∣∣∣∣∣L|n−m|min(m,n)

(
−σ

2

2

)∣∣∣∣∣
2

,

with the complex value σ = β + it
~ .

B.2 Influence of the system size N
Then, we look at the influence that the system
size N has on the inflection exponent η. Fig. 7
illustrates the role of large N in the region in
which we get close to the bound imposed by an-
alyticity, Eq. (9) in the main text, This region is
observed to grow with the system size. Indeed for
very low-dimensional Hilbert spaces, e.g. N = 2,
the inflection exponent does not get close to the
bound. The saturation value of the inflection ex-
ponent limβ→0 η at high temperatures is also seen
to grow with the system size.

B.3 SFF as function of the neighbor rank
From the definition of the SFF,

Sβ,t = 1
Z2
β

N∑
n,m=1

e−β(Em+En)e−
it
~ (En−Em), (S4)

it is clear that this quantity carries information
from all correlations across the full spectrum and
not just those from nearest energy neighbors,
which are captured by the nearest-neighbor level
spacing. These energy correlations are associated

Figure 7: Scaling of the inflection exponent η for the
Gaussian Unitary Ensemble as a function of the inverse
temperature β for different system size: N = 2 (yellow),
5 (orange), 10 (pink), 30 (purple) and 50 (blue). Results
are computed numerically from the analytical expression
of the SFF for the GUE, Eq. (20). The black line repre-
sents the bound imposed by analyticity, Eq. (9) in the
main text.

with chaotic behavior and give rise to the ramp,
as discussed in the main text.

The SFF may be written such as to make
the role of the energy correlations explicit. For
this, we introduce the j-th level spacing s

(j)
n as

the difference between j-th neighboring energies,
namely s(j)

n = En+j − En. The SFF becomes

Sβ,t = Z2β
Z2
β

+
N−1∑
j=1

S
(j)
β,t , (S5)

where S(j)
β,t is the contribution of the j-th energy

neighbors, defined as

S
(j)
β,t = 2

Z2
β

N−j∑
n=0

cos
(
s

(j)
n t

~

)
e−β

(
2En+s(j)

n

)
. (S6)

Figure 8 shows the contributions of the differ-
ent neighbor rank j to the SFF. We see how the
further away the energies are, that is, the larger
the rank j, the sooner the dip time. This be-
havior is not surprising because for larger energy
difference s(j)

n , the time required to explore the
full Hilbert space is shorter. At infinite tem-
perature, Fig. 8(a) shows that the contribution
at short times is larger for neighbors of lower
rank, i.e. energies closer together. The role of
finite temperature can be understood from Fig.
8(b), where the contributions for neighbors fur-
ther apart, i.e. larger j, vanish with the term
e−βs

(j)
n in (S6). This explains why the dip time is

delayed as the system temperature decreases, i.e.
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Figure 8: Contributions from j-th neighbors S
(j)
β,t

to the spectral form factor Sβ,t (exact average) for
the Gaussian Unitary Ensemble computed numerically at
two different inverse temperatures (a) β~ = 0 and (b)
β~ = 2. The full SFF Sβ,t (solid black line), reaches
the plateau

〈
Z2β/Z

2
β

〉
(grey dashed line) at large time.

The contributions S(j)
β,t, as defined in (S6), are shown for

j = 1 (purple), 2 (pink), 3 (red) and 4 (orange). The
dotted lines mark the dip time of each contribution S(j)

β,t.
Here, N = 5 for clarity of the plot and the results are
averaged over Nav = 300 realizations of the GUE.

because the contributions for neighbors further
apart in energy progressively vanish. This also
shows how, at low temperatures, the SFF may be
approximated from the contribution of nearest-
neighbors S(1)

β,t . This is reasonable since, as the
temperature is lowered, the levels correlate less
with levels further apart, and the most relevant
contribution is captured by nearest-neighbors in
energy.

C Quantum Speed Limits on the SFF
for the Harmonic Oscillator

Quantum Speed Limits set a bound on the time
derivative of the fidelity of pure states given by
[11]

|Ḟt| ≤
√

2
~

∆E. (S7)

The SFF may be interpreted as the fidelity be-
tween the coherent Gibbs state |ψβ〉 and its time
evolution, so the QSL on the fidelity yields a QSL
on the SFF. The standard deviation of the en-
ergy thus needs to be taken with respect to the
coherent Gibbs states, which mimic thermal av-
erages, i.e. 〈ψβ|Ĥn|ψβ〉 = Tr(Ĥne−βĤ)/Zβ =
(−1)nZ−1

β dnZβ/dβn. The first two thermal mo-

ments,

〈Ĥ〉 = − 1
Zβ

dZβ
dβ = ~ω

2 coth β~ω2 ,

〈Ĥ2〉 = 1
Zβ

d2Zβ
dβ2 = (~ω)2

4

(
2 coth2 β~ω

2 − 1
)
,

(S8)

yield the standard deviation of the energy ∆E =√
〈H2〉 − 〈H〉2 as

∆E = ~ω
2

√
coth2 β~ω

2 − 1 = ~ω
2 sinh β~ω

2
(S9)

which simplifies to ~ωZβ .

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
t/(2 )

10 4

10 2

100

|SHO ,t
|

Figure 9: Quantum Speed Limit on the SFF for
the harmonic oscillator at inverse temperatures β = 2
(blue), 0.5 (purple) and 0.1 (red). The solid lines rep-
resent |Ṡho

β,t|, eq. (16) in the main text, bounded by the
QSL on fidelity (S7) (dashed lines), obtained with the
energy standard deviation of Eq. (S9). The stars repre-
sent the inflection point of ln(Sho

β,t0
).

Figure 9 shows the time derivative of the SFF
together with the bound set by the QSL on the
fidelity (S7). This bound increases with the tem-
perature, in a fashion similar to the maximum
value of |Ṡho

β,t|. The inflection point of ln(Sho
β,t) is

close to the maximum of |Ṡho
β,t| which corresponds

to the inflection point of Sho
β,t.
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